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leader of the group and a man of vivid and erratic imagination, by representing it as an outpost of Russian political cultural, and military influence in the Far East, persuaded Emperor Nicholas to finance the Yalu venture (although most of the funds actually came from the state treasury). According to Bezobrazov, the concession, camouflaged as a private company, was to be the personal enterprise of the tsar and the instrument for the achievement of great national aims; that is, enrichment of the stockholders was not a primary object. The Yalu concession was held to be the antithesis of concessions to foreign capitalists favored by Witte, or of the Russo-Chinese Bank, which Bezobrazov castigated as a "Jewish-Polish" enterprise concerned exclusively with making profits. Witte, unsparingly critical of the Bezo-brazov scheme, nevertheless provided the necessary funds when ordered to do so by the tsar.5 Bezobrazov and Admiral A. M. Abaza, his cousin and principal lieutenant, reached the zenith of their influence in 1903, partly because of the support of their cause by Witte's implacable enemy Plehve, the minister of the interior. In May of that year Bezobrazov was appointed secretary of state (stats-sekretar), and was actually in charge of all matters pertaining to the Far East; in August Witte was dismissed from the office of minister of finance. These personal squabbles, trivial and petty as they were, explain much in the devious course of Russian policy.
The ascendancy of Bezobrazov dimmed further the none too bright prospects of an understanding with Japan. Russia's forcing Japan in 1895 to restore the Liaotung peninsula to China only to annex it two years later created a profound resentment in the island empire. The trend of Russian policy in China after the Boxer Rebellion intensified the anxieties and apprehensions of Tokyo, while the friendly attitude of Washington and London encouraged that section of Japanese opin ion whichy believing in the inevitability of war with Russia, demanded that action should not be delayed. After England's refusal to associate herself with St. Petersburg in insisting on the revision of the Shimono
5 The Yalu concession went through several legal transformations and had a small number of shareholders drawn chiefly from court circles. It remains uncertain whether they actually subscribed any funds or were straw men. The state treasury paid Bezobrazov and his associates well over two million rubles in loans and grants. In 1906, after the debacle of the Japanese war, the concession was sold to American interests. The details of this transaction and the purchase price were never revealed. The above account is based on an excellent study documented from Russian archive sources by B. A. Romanov, "Kontsessiia na Yalu" (The Yalu Concession), in Russkoe Proshloe (Russian Past), No. 1 (Petrograd-Moscow, 1923), pp. 87-108.

